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Introduction

• Shortest Path Problem
• Some Interesting Applications
• Popular Algorithms
• Combining Existing Algorithms



Shortest Path Problem
Given a source and a destination on an arbitrary 
polyhedral surface, determine a shortest path 
between those two points.

-A Polyhedral surface is a connected union of a 
finite number of polygon faces.
- Triangulation 



Shortest Path

• Exact Shortest Path: 
- Optimal
- Usually involve high time and space costs
- If we unfold the face sequence containing the exact path, the exact path is a 
straight line connecting source and destination.

• Approximate Shortest Path: 
- Close to the optimal path
- Usually fast, cheap, and very easy to implement

• Trade off between accuracy and cost
• Depend on application’s requirement 



Applications

• Robotics 
• Route finding
• Generation of boundaries for a specified 

shape or area on a 3D model.
• And lots more…



Existing Algorithms

• Dijkstra Algorithm

• Red Path – Dijkstra Path: a collection of original vertices and edges, never 
cross a face/edge.

• Yellow Path – Exact Path: May cross faces/edges.



Dijkstra Algorithm

• By Dutch Mathematician E. Dijkstra in 1959
• Very popular, very easy, very fast, O(n^2) operations.
• Approximate Shortest Path when crossing faces is allowed. 
• For some applications which do not allow face crossing, 

Dijkstra’s Algorithm will return an Exact Path.



Dijkstra’s Algorithm

Input: a mesh containing n vertices and m edges, source s, destination d.
Output: a set of vertices and edges connecting s and d with minimal length
For i from 0 to n

Length(vi) = Infinite
L(s) = 0
S = empty
While d does not in S

u = a vertex not in S with L(u) minimal
Add u to S
for all vertices v not in S

if L(u) + distance(u, v) < L(v) then L(v) = L(u) + distance(u, v) and add u’s 
path list + u to v’s path list

end
L(d) is the length of shortest path from s to d



Interval Propagation

• Exact Shortest Path
• Expensive, Inefficient, Complex (Comparing with most 

Approximate Shortest Path algorithms)
• Introduced by Mitchell, Mount and Papadimitrion
• O(n^2logn) worst case time complexity but run much 

faster on most meshes.
• The fastest version works in roughly O(nlogn) time
• One implementation by D Kirsanov, S J. Gortler and H. 

Hoppe is more simple than the original algorithm’s 
description. 



Interval Propagation 

• Unfold faces
• Determine Intervals
• Update the distance between source/pseudo-

sources and edges.
• When reach the destination, trace backward 

to find the shortest path. 



Unfolding
• Unfold faces into a common plane.
• For the same polygon in different face-edge 

sequences, the unfolded version should have same 
shape in 2D, but different position. 

• An algorithm by Chen & Han
Assume f1,e1,f2,e2,…,fi, ei,fi+1,…,em-1,fm is a sequence of faces and 
edges, where ei = common edge between fi and fi+1

F = {f1}
for i from 1 to m-1

Rotate F around ei until F, fi+1 are co-plane and lie on 
different sides of ei
F = F + { ei, fi+1}



Unfolding

• My Way: Transform each face into 2D then put them 
together on a 2D plane, save the 2D position.

• For example:



Determine Intervals
• On each updated edge e, need to determine the Interval of optimality –

If the exact shortest path lies in this face-edge sequence, the exact 
shortest path will contain some point p on e. The interval of optimality 
gives the range of possible p on e.

• Example: The face-edge sequence after unfolding onto a plane.



Sub-intervals

• When interval p propagates onto the adjacent edges, it can 
create up to three new intervals.

• Can deal with saddle and boundary vertices.



Final Calculation

• Update the distance between source/pseudo-
sources and edge.
Dei(x1) = min (Dei-1(x) + distance(x,x1))

• When reach the destination, trace backward to find 
the shortest path. 
- if the shortest path lies in a interval list containing only ‘main 
interval’s, simply calculate the distance between source and destination 
based on the unfolded position.
- if one or more pseudo-source is in the list, then calculate the distance 
between source and pseudo-source or distance between pseudo-source 
and source. Then sum those distance together. 



My Implementations

• Interest in combining different algorithms.
• Dijkstra’s algorithm + Refine &Subdivision  

+ Di’s algorithm…(iteratively) 
• Subdivision + Dijkstra’s algorithm  + 

Refine&Subdivision… (iteratively) 
• Subdivision + Dijkstra’s algorithm + 

Interval Propagation 



DRD
• Dijkstra’s algorithm + Refinement&Subdivision + Di’s

algorithm…(iteratively)
Algorithm: Input: n vertices, m faces, source s, destination d

Output: An approximate shortest path
Apply Dijkstra’s algorithm
newmesh = empty
for each vertex u on Dijkstra Path

for all faces adjacent to u
Add extra vertices and edges to subdivide the face
add to newmesh

Apply Dijkstra’s algorithm on newmesh 
Repeat until get a proper error bound



RDR

• As in T Kanai and H Suzuki’s paper
• Subdivide meshes by adding extra points, 

then apply Dijkstra’s algorithm. 
• Refine &Subdivide the faces adjacent to 

Dijkstra Path, then apply Dijkstra’s 
algorithm again.

• Repeat until achieve certain error bound



RDI
• Subdivide meshes
• Apply Dijkstra’s algorithm
• Find the ‘Global/local exact path’ in the face sequence on 

Dijkstra Path (Don’t have to check optimal intervals)

• Unfortunately, due to some unexpected errors occurred 
during implementation, I could finish this part on time.



Comparison

Could be Exact 
Shortest Path 
(for most general 
cases)

Approximate 
shortest path 
with guaranteed 
error bounds

Approximate 
shortest path 
with guaranteed 
error bounds

Result

More 
Complexity

SimpleSimpleComplexity

mediumShow (even for 
few iterations)

Fast for few 
iterations

Time

RDIRDRDRD



Results



Result
length/time(second)

0.101424/780.101424/20.110609/12904

0.376659/1640.387333/50.398527/52904

47.175949/549.577465/052.119484/0502

47.99926/554.868347/061.555931/0502

1.191024/41.199035/01.226085/0379

1.047581/31.047581/01.132622/0379

RDRDRDDijkstra# vertices



Conclusion

• All depend on the performance of Dijkstra’s 
algorithm – Whether it could return a Exact Face-
Edge sequence.

• DRD could converge to a minimal(maybe local 
minimal) rapidly.

• RDR usually cost more, especially for large 
meshes.(also could converge to a local)

• RDR is more likely to converge to a global 
minimal?



Further Improvement
• Whether the face-edge sequence determined by Dijkstra’s 

algorithm really contains the Exact shortest Path. (Local 
minimal)

• Is there any efficient way to ensure that Dijkstra's 
algorithm always returns an Exact face-edge sequence? 

• Reduce the time cost of Pre-subdivision: only subdivide 
faces used in Dijkstra’s algorithm.(Only subdivide when 
necessary.)
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